Supplementary Table 1: Estimates of stable ratios between ground and UAV-derived counts for long-term monitoring projects. We consider that UAV-derived counts may consistently over or under estimate colony sizes relative to matched ground counts. In that case, establishing the long-term ratio of ground counts to matched UAV-derived counts will be of interest to researchers conducting long-term monitoring studies, to allow comparison of estimates made by the two methods. Here, we present the number of paired samples necessary to estimate the ratio of ground to UAV-derived counts to a desired level of accuracy at a desired level of confidence. The underlying ratio of ground to UAV-derived counts are taken from our counts for Lesser Frigatebirds Fregata ariel and Crested Terns Thalasseus bergii, which appeared to show a consistent ratio across all colonies. Our full method for estimating the required number of samples, which may be updated to provide estimates for users' datasets, is presented as Electronic Supplementary Materials.
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Extended methods -analysis code
The following script simulates paired samples of a colony or species using both UAV counting and ground counting techniques. It outputs plots and data summaries useful for determining the number of paired samples that may be required in order to infer the ratio of UAV counts to ground-counts, in species where UAV counts consistently under-or over- currentFrame <-data.frame(repNo,index,cumrat) allFrames <-rbind(allFrames,currentFrame) } abline (upperPoint, 0, col="black", lty=2) abline (lowerPoint, 0, col="black", lty=2) abline (upperUpperPoint, 0, col="black", lty=1) 
